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W. T. Wu [4] and [5] and A. Shapiro [3] defined obstruction

classes w*(X) to the existence of an imbedding /: X—*Rn of a topo-

logical space X in the euclidean w-space R". The Wu-Shapiro classes

w{ are particular cases of the Smith classes defined for a space with

an involution. We recall briefly the definition.

1. Equivariant cohomology. Let A be a space with a continuous

fixed point free involution a: A—>A. Consider the two possible actions

of a on the coefficient group Z of integers: the trivial action and the

nontrivial one. Let H\(A) (resp. H\(A)) denote the equivariant

(resp. residual) ith cohomology group of A tor the trivial action; and

let H'_(A) (resp. ITL(A)) denote the corresponding equivariant (resp.

residual) cohomology groups for the nontrivial action of a on Z (the

singular homology is considered throughout; see   [l]). The groups
o o

H+(A) and HL(A) can also be described as the corresponding co-

homology groups of the orbit space A /a, with the constant and

twisted coefficients {z}, respectively.

There are exact sequences:

k .

(1.1)     -> h^A) -► h'~\a) 4 H+(A) -► H(A) -►•••,

(1.2) ■ • • -> h~\a) -> H-\A) -» hL(a) -> h\a) ->•••.

Consider the singular chain complex C(^4) of A and the chain maps

l + ( — l)iai, where a^ Ci(A)-+d(A) is induced by a. They induce
homomorphisms

i    _i o t

t : H-(A) —» H+(A)    if i is even,

t: H'+(A) -» ALU)    if t is odd.

The homomorphisms t' are known to be isomorphisms (see [5]).
__ o

Therefore we shall identify the groups HL(A) and H*+(A), if i is even,

and the groups H^(A) and HL(A), if i is odd, under the isomorphisms
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tl and denote them by H%A). Thus H{ denotes Hl = Ht, if i is even,

and Hi. = Hl+, if i is odd.
o o

Let if: H°iA)—>HpiA)   denote   the  homomorphism   defined   by
vv = 0P-l Q (tv-l)-l 0   ...   ooaO it0)'1.

o O

In particular, H°(A) =H\(A) and it contains the constant unit
o

cohomology class lEH"iA). The cohomology class

s»iA) = i,*(l) G H"iA)

is called the pth Smith class of A. The index Ind (^4) of A is defined

to be the maximal integer p such that spiA)9*0 (or o° if 5P(^4) ^0 for

all integers p^O).

If A =Sn and a: Sn-+S" is the antipodal involution, then /Y«'(S")

^Z2, for (Xi^n, generated by 5*(Sn); and Ind (Sn) =n.

We use a similar notation for homology. Then we have dual

isomorphisms

o— _+

/,-: HiiA) —* HiiA)    if i is even,

ti:H+iiA)-+HiiA)    if j is odd;

they are induced by the chain map l + (— l)<_1ai: diA)-*diA). We

again identify the corresponding groups under tt and denote them by
o o o _ o_

HiiA). Thus H,[denotes H^ =HJ, if i is even, and Hj = Ht , if i is odd.
o

It is easy to verify that the Kronecker index pairing ( , ): H^A)

®HiiA)->Zi is defined.

If A and B are two spaces with fixed point free involutious and

(p: A-+B is an involution preserving map, then d>*spiB) =spiA) and

thus Ind iA)g Ind iB).
A space A is said to be ( — 1)-acyclic if it is nonempty; it is said to

be p-acyclic, p^O, if its cohomology groups HliA) are isomorphic to

those of a one-point space in dimensions i^ p.

Observe that if A is p-acyclic, then the connecting homomorphisms

5'-1 in sequences (1.1) and (1.2) are isomorphisms, for i^p, and

monomorphisms for i = p + l. Thus if A is ^-acyclic, then Ind iA)

^p+1.

2. Case mod 2. We obtain a simplified version of the above theory

if we use the group Z2 as coefficient group. In this case there is only

one action of a on the coefficient group, the trivial one, and sequences

(1.1) and (1.2) coincide. We denote the resulting homomorphisms

analogous to nv by
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nP2:H(A;Z2)-*HV(A;Z2);

the Smith class mod 2 by s%(A) = r)%(l); and the index mod 2 by

lnd2(A).

Observe that we have the following commutative diagram (for a

nonempty space A):

Vp
H°(A)-► H*(A)

i p i

H°(A;Zi)^H*(A;Zi).

Here the vertical arrows denote the reduction of the coefficients
o o

mod 2. Since the homomorphism H°(A)—*H°(A; Z2) carries the unit
o o

cohomology class of H°(A) to the unit cohomology class of ZZ°(^4 ; Z2),

it follows that

(2.1) Ind,(i4) =; Ind(A).

Remark (2.2). It is easily seen that Ind2(A) coincides with the

index of A as defined in [6]. Also, Ind2(^4)^p if and only if A con-

tains a (p, a)-system in the sense of [2].

3. Imbeddings into Rn and Wu-Shapiro classes. Let X be a space

and let X* denote the deleted square XXX— A, where A is the diago-

nal. Let a: X*—>X* be the involution permuting the coordinates

a(xi, Xi) = (x2, xi). Then w"(X) =s'(X*)EH"(X*) are the Wu-Shapiro

classes of X. We also denote

I(X) = Ind(X*),        I2(X) = Ind2(X*).

If/: X—>Rn is a topological imbedding, then the map <p: X*—*Sn~1

defined by

<b(xi, x2) = (/(Xi) - /(Xi))/ | /(xx) - /(x2) |

is involution preserving (for the antipodal involution on 5n_1). Since

Sn~1 is a deformation retract of 5"-1* by a deformation which pre-

serves the involution a, it follows that I(X) <n. Thus we have

Theorem (3.1) (Wu-Shapiro). 1/ X is imbeddable in Rn, then

I(X)<n,i.e.W(X)=0.

This means that w"(X) is an obstruction to the existence of an

imbedding/: X^>R". Wu [5] and Shapiro [3] proved that if X is

a finite polyhedron and w>2, then the condition w2"(X)=0 is also

sufficient for the imbeddability of X in R2n.
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Suppose now that /: A—►A" and g: F—>A" are (topological) im-

beddings of spaces A and Y in A". We say that / and g have a coin-

ciding direction if there exist two pairs of distinct points xi, x2GA,

xi^x2; yi, y2G Y, yi9^y2, such that the lines

/(xi)/(x2)    and    g(xi)g(x2)

are parallel.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following

Theorem (3.2). ///(A) + J2( F) ^ n, then any imbeddingsf: X-+Rn+1,

g: Y—>A"+1 have a coinciding direction.

Theorem (3.1) can be obtained as a special case of (3.2): if there

exists an imbedding/: X—>R"ER"+1, let Y he a space consisting of

two points, and let g: Y—>Rn+1 he an imbedding of Y into a line in

An+1 orthogonal to R". Then/ and g have no coinciding direction and

thus 1(A) 4-7,(7) = /(A) < n.

Actually, a somewhat stronger result than (3.2) will be proved;

but the question whether the condition J(A)+/(F)^« is also suffi-

cient for the existence of a coinciding direction for / and g remains

open.

Example i3.3). For A=7=S\ we have i"(S1) = /2(S1) = l. Thus

any two simple closed curves in R3 have a pair of parallel chords.

Similarly, if Y is a triod (a space homeomorphic to the letter F), then

7(F) =I2iY) = 1. Thus any two triods or a triod and a simple closed

curve in R3 have coinciding directions.

4. Involution preserving maps into S" and the intersection homo-

morphism. Let A and B he spaces with involutions a: A—*A,^: B^>B,

and let (p: A—»Sn, \//: B—+S" be involution preserving maps (for the

antipodal involution of S"). Letp and q be integers such that p+q = n.

Then qb, \p define a natural intersection homomorphism

Qi(p,f):HqiB)->H*iA).

The definition of fi(<£, \f/) can be sketched as follows. Let T he an

antipodal   cell   decomposition   of   S".   For   each   homology   class
o

iqEHqiB), the class ipxiZq) may be represented by an (equivariant)

cycle zq of T. The cycle zq defines a homomorphism up: CPiA)-^Z as

follows: for each chain cpECPiA) we can place zq and cp in general

position and define upicp) to be the intersection number of zq and cp.

Since zq is equivariant, the cochain up is also equivariant and it is

actually a cocycle. We define £2(</>, ^)£a to be the cohomology class

represented by up.
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By considering two dual antipodal cell decompositions T and T*

of S", it can be seen that the (unique) isomorphism Hq(Sn)

^Hp(Sn) (^Z2) is just the homomorphism

<o = fl(ls„, Un):Ht(S») -» Hp(S»)

which we denote briefly by w; Is" is the identity map of S"; thus co is

the Poincare isomorphism. It follows that the intersection homomor-

phism fi(c/>, ip) can be defined equivalently by the following commuta-

tive diagram

Hq(B)  -► H'(A)

+*\ \4>*i I
Hq(Sn) ——» H"(Sn),

i.e. Q(<p, \p)=<p*unp*.

Proposition (4.1). 1/ A and B are spaces with involutions and

d>: A—>S", ip: B—*S" are involution preserving maps such that

<b(A)r\\p(B) = 0, then Q(4>, \p)=0.

For fl(c6, \p) is defined by means of intersection numbers.

__   o

Proposition (4.2). Z/</>, \p are as in Proposition (4.1) and t;qEHq(B)

is a homology class such that the Kronecker index (£g, sq(B))?±Q>,

then Q(<b, ip)£q = s*(A).

Proof. By the naturality of the Kronecker index and the Smith

classes, it follows that (\p*(£q), sq(Sn))^0; but this means that \p*(£t)
o

is the unique nonzero element of Hq(Sn). Consequently, co^*(£9) is the

unique nonzero element of Hv(Sn), i.e. the Smith class co^*(£8)

= s»(Sn). It follows that fi(<6, ip) = <p*unp*(£q)=si>(A).

Due to the fact that there is a unique isomorphism i: Hq(Sn; Z2)

=Hq(Sn) (~Z2), we can define an intersection homomorphism

n(d,, $) = 0*«i**: Hq(B; Z2) -> W(A).

Propositions corresponding to Propositions (4.1) and (4.2) hold

true:

Proposition (4.3). Under the assumptions o/ Proposition (4.1),

Q(<t>,f) = 0.
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_   o

Proposition (4.4). If£QEHqiB; Z2) is a homology class such that the

Kronecker index (£„ sqiB))^0, then 0(0, \p)%g = spiA).

For we have again (^*(£9), 4iSn))^0; it follows that ^*(£4) is the
o

nonzero element of HqiSn; Z2), hence ii/'* is the nonzero element of

HQiS") and outfit,) = s'iS»). Thus 0(0, f)$t = s*iA).

Theorem (4.5). If A and B are spaces with involutions such that

Ind(.4)4- Ind2(S) 2: n and d>: A —>S", tp: B—>Sn are involution preserving

maps, then(piA)D\piB)^0.

Proof. There exist integers p, q with p+q = n such that spiA)^0,

sliB) 5^0. Since H"iB; Z2) = Hom(i7,(5; Z2), Z2), there exists a homol-
o

ogy class %qEHqiB; Z2) such that (£„ sliB))7±0. By virtue of Proposi-

tion (4.4), 0(0, ift)k9 = spiA)^0; consequently, d>iA)D\piB)^ 0, by
Proposition (4.3).

Theorem (4.5) implies Theorem (3.2) by letting A = A*, B=Y*

and by defining 0: A-^Sn, \p: B—>Sn by the formulas

/(*i) - /(**) ,,       .       g(yi) - siyd
0(xi, ^2) = i-r > "Kyi, ya) = i-r

I/W-/WI U(yO-«(y.)|
for (xj, Xi)EX*, iyi,y2)EY*.

In particular, Theorem (4.5) implies that if A, B are two antipodal

subsets of S" such that Ind(^4)4-Ind2(5) >n, then ADB^0; here

0:.4—>SB and \{/: B—>Sn are the inclusion maps. This corollary is

stronger than [2, Theorem 2].
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